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 Shielded Workers
 NHS England have been contacting people they classify as being extremely 

vulnerable to the effects of Covid-19 and have issued letters to those people, 
advising them to stay at home for 12 weeks avoiding face to face contact; a 
practice described as ‘shielding’ and designed to protect them from coming into 
contact with the coronavirus. 

 Sellafield and their supply chain have established that financial support can and 
should be given to employees who have received such a letter.   

 Upon the employer receiving a copy of the associated letter the employee will be 
paid basic pay for the twelve week period from the date listed on the letter – for 
those employed under NAECI this will be 38 hours at their basic hourly rate.   

 For employees who live with someone who has received such a letter, Government 
advice is that you do not need to adopt these protective shielding measures but 
should follow guidance on hand washing and social distancing in the home.  

 Currently the majority of the NAECI and CIJC workforce at home but if an 
employee living with someone who has a letter as described above, should be 
called into work they should discuss this with their employer. 

 If you or a family member who you live with receives this letter please inform 
payroll and management so the appropriate measures can be put in place
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Critical Work at Site

 We have been approached about another small job on the 
site

 The reasoning has been challenged with the support of the 
Safety Reps as to why this is critical

 Some reasoning as to why this is critical was provided and 
a discussion was held with all parties how to support this 
work inline with the latest COVID risk assessment and the 
revised processes and procedures in place on Site.
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Holiday Purchase Scheme 

 Awaiting some later information and will update once this
is available
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Bank Holiday Information

 The process is in place for the bank holiday payments

 The Project Managers, Engineers and Supervisors have 
been briefed on the process

 This will be managed as per normal bank holiday bookings 
and will be administered by payroll
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 Training Extension and changes

 We are making changes to some health and safety training in 
order to reduce classroom sessions and close training 
interactions.

 The following training will be cancelled for the next four weeks, 
and this will be reviewed weekly and extended as required:
 S00057 Plutonium Safety Awareness
 S00130 COSHH Awareness
 S0052C Hand Arm Vibration
 S0112E Line Manager Safety Responsibilities
 S01738 User Training Harness
 S02241 IOSH Working Safely
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 Training Extension and changes

 Extended training period for SQEP roles

 The training time period for some SQEP roles has been extended by 12 months. 
These are:
 S0286C Respirator Fit Test
 SR0687 Access to C1/C2 and R2+ Areas   
 SR0594 PVC and Disposable Suits              
 S0466D PVC Practical Including Disposable Suits
 SR0687 Access to C1/C2 assessment
 SR0686 Access to C3+ Assessment

 The changes will be made in OPMS shortly which then flow through to OPMS 
SQEP reports.  

 Scheduled training sessions will be cancelled for those who will now remain 
qualified under this arrangement.  

 Training will be provided by exception for maintenance of essential worker SQEP. 
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 Request to support the local community 

 We have been asked via Sellafield whether we can support the 
efforts of the local Council in supporting those isolating in the 
local community. 

 The first request is for drivers and vans to help deliver food 
parcels. 

 The second request is for Project Managers (working remotely 
from home) 

 If you are interested in providing support in either role, then 
please contact both your line manager and Luke Richardson –
luke.richardson@Jacobs.com / 07866 179 101

 At this stage, its registering an interest. We would speak to each 
individual about the roles and agree, prior to deployment, 
whether they were still happy to do so


